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RESUMEN
Los o ientes de lneas de emision en el UV han permitido diagnosti ar la
densidad, temperatura, abundan ias de elementos y el estado de ioniza ion de los
plasmas astrofsi os. Con la nueva genera ion de satelites de rayos-X, estas te ni as
podran usarse en los espe tros de rayos-X. Es importante re ordar que los o ientes
proveen valores promediados a lo largo de la lnea de vision y diferentes diagnosti os
daran valores pesados de forma diferente. Existen varias suposi iones impl itas en
los analisis de estos o ientes. En parti ular, se suele suponer que la profundidad opti a es despre iable. Damos algunos ejemplos de las bondades de usar la
dispersion de fotones omo una nueva herramienta de diagnosti o, ilustrando los
peligros de usar los metodos usuales uando la opa idad es alta.
ABSTRACT
Ultraviolet emission line ratios have long provided powerful diagnosti s for the
density, temperature, elemental abundan es and ionization state of astrophysi al
plasmas. With the urrent generation of X-ray satellites, these te hniques an be
applied to X-ray spe tra. It is important to remember that any su h line ratio
provides an average value along the line of sight, and di erent diagnosti s will
provide di erently weighted averages.
Several assumptions are often made impli itly when emission line ratios are
analysed. In parti ular, the opti al depth is generally assumed to be negligible. This
paper onsiders some examples of the opportunities provided by photon s attering
for new diagnosti tools, and it onsiders the dangers of applying the standard
methods when the opti al depth is signi ant.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The intensity of an opti ally thin spe tral line is given by the integral of its emissivity along the line of sight
Z
Nelem fion Aji Nj dx ;
(1)
where fion is the fra tion of the element in the relevant ionization state, Nj is the population of the upper level,
and Aji is the radiative de ay rate. The intensity ratio of two lines is the ratio of two su h integrals, and it
therefore ontains elemental abundan e, ionization state and, through the ex itation rates whi h determine Nj ,
the ele tron temperature. The tri k is to hoose a line ratio whi h isolates an important physi al parameter,
su h as ele tron density or temperature. The ratio then gives an average value for the parameter along the line
of sight. It is important to remember that di erent diagnosti ratios will give di erently weighted averages, for
instan e averages weighted with di eren e powers of the density.
In the following se tions, we brie y summarize the lassi density and temperature diagnosti line ratios.
We then onsider one of the ompli ations often ignored, resonant s attering. In some ases, it is possible to
use photon s attering to provide new diagnosti s. They an be valuable simply be ause they involve lines whi h
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Fig. 1. (Left) S hemati energy level diagram for the Be-like ion C III. (Right) Intensity ratio of the 1176
multiplet to the 977 line.
are onveniently observed, but they may also provide unique information. Comparison of di erently weighted
averages an at least in prin iple be used to infer variations in the weighting fa tors along the line of sight.
1.1. Density Diagnosti s
Among the most useful diagnosti intensity ratios are those for ele tron density. In general, one line is
hosen whose intensity depends on the population of a metastable level, while the intensity of the other line
does not. The population of the metastable level relative to the other levels undergoes a transition near a
riti al density at whi h the radiative de ay rate equals the ollisional de-ex itation rate, n = Am =qm , where
Am and qm are the total radiative and ollisional rate oeÆ ients out of the metastable level. The ratio is
most useful near this riti al density. It generally tends to a low density limit at lower densities, and at higher
densities it either goes to a high density limit or one line be omes too weak to measure.
A onvenient example is given by the beryllium-like ion C III. Figure 1 shows an energy level diagram
approximately to s ale. The 2s2p 3 P level ontains 3 ne stru ture states, 3 P0 ;3 P1 and 3 P2 , of whi h the
3 P1 and 3 P2 states have non-zero radiative de ay rates. With ele tron ollision rates from Berrington et al.
(1985), this gives two riti al densities near 105 and 109 m 3 . Proton ollisions (Ryans et al. 1998) signi antly
redu e the riti al densities. Figure 1 also shows the behavior of the intensity ratio of the 1176 
A multiplet
to the 977 
A resonan e line as a fun tion of density as omputed with the CHIANTI pa kage (Dere et al.
1997). The line ratio was omputed for a temperature of 7  104 K, where the C III on entration peaks in
ionization equilibrium. The line ratio ontains a Boltzmann fa tor e 50;000=T through the energy dependen e
of the ex itation rates to the 2s2p 1 P and 2p2 3 P levels. This shifts the entire urve up or down for di erent
temperatures. The urve shows two transitions from one plateau to another. The transition near 105 m 3
orresponds to the riti al density for the 2s2p 3 P2 state, whi h has only a forbidden transition to the ground
state (A = 0.0047 s 1 ; al ulation by P. R. Young used in CHIANTI), while the transition near 109 m 3
orresponds to the riti al density for the 2s2p 3 P1 state, whi h has an inter ombination de ay to the ground
state (A = 97 s 1 ). Thus the line ratio is a useful diagnosti in the two density ranges near the two riti al
densities, though the 1176 
A multiplet may be diÆ ult to measure due to its faintness in the lower density
range.
As an example of a di erent type of density dependen e, we onsider another Be-like ion, O V, whose energy
level diagram is sket hed in Figure 2. Figure 2 also shows the intensity ratio of the lines from the 2s2p 3 P2
(forbidden de ay) and 2s2p 3 P1 (inter ombination de ay) states as omputed with CHIANTI (A values from
P. R. Young, ollision strengths from Zhang & Sampson 1992). This line ratio has a linear density dependen e
over a wide density range, but the 1213 
A line is generally too faint to be dete table at high densities, so again
the ratio is most useful at densities near the riti al density for the 2s2p 3 P2 state.
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Fig. 2. (Left) S hemati energy level diagram for the Be-like ion O V. (Right) Intensity ratio of the 2s2p 3 P2
line to the 2s2p 3 P1 as a fun tion of density.
This line ratio has been used by Pin eld et al. (1998) to nd an ele tron density in the transition region of
the quiet Sun. Their result was lower than the anoni al quiet Sun transition region density, possibly due to the
di erent weighting of the [O V℄/O V℄ ratio diagnosti . Akmal et al. (1999) used the O V ratio to determine the
ele tron density in a Coronal Mass Eje tion from SOHO/UVCS observations at 3.5 solar radii. Comparison with
the ele tron olumn density from SOHO/LASCO provided a means for measuring the geometri al thi kness of
the CME stru ture, and the density itself is a riti al parameter for evaluating the heating and ooling rates
of the CME plasma.
1.2. Temperature Diagnosti s
Temperatures of astrophysi al plasmas an be estimated a number of ways. In some ases the line width
provides an upper limit on the kineti temperature of the emitting ions, but bulk motions often make this
a rather loose limit. Often the plasma is assumed to be in ionization equilibrium, so that the presen e of
an ion is taken as an indi ation that the emitting region ontains some plasma near the temperature where
the on entration of that ion peaks. If enough di erent lines are observed, a di erential emission measure
analysis gives the temperature range. Some error is introdu ed by the un ertainties in the ionization balan e
al ulations, even if the assumption of ionization equilibrium is valid.
A more dire t means for estimating the ele tron temperature is to use the intensity ratio of two lines of the
same ion whose ex itation threshold energies di er. The temperature dependen e is then

I1
I2

/ e

E1 =kT +E2 =kT

:

(2)

Ideally, the energy di eren e is omparable to kT. If the energy di eren e is smaller, the temperature
dependen e is weak. If the energy separation is mu h larger, the higher ex itation line will be so faint that
it is diÆ ult to measure. Ideally, one an hoose a line ratio whi h has no dependen e on density and no
signi ant ontribution from re ombination to either line. The diÆ ulty is that strong spe tral lines having
very di erent ex itation potentials are generally found at very di erent wavelengths, so that few promising
pairs of lines are available within the spe tral range of any one instrument. To ompare the 3d ! 2s line of
O VI at 173 
A with the 2p ! 2s doublet at 1034 
A, David et al. (1998) ombined SOHO/CDS measurements
with SOHO/SUMER observations. The alibration un ertainties of both instruments enter the analysis unless
one onsiders only the relative temperatures of di erent solar regions, but David et al. were able to determine
the ele tron temperature gradient in oronal holes.
An example of a line pair observable with a single instrument, and for that matter a pair at nearby
wavelengths so that radiometri alibration is not an issue at all, is provided by another Be-like ion, Mg IX.
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Fig. 3. (Left) S hemati energy level diagram for the Be-like ion Mg IX. (Right) Intensity ratio of the 2p2 1 D0
2s2p 1 P1 line to the 2s2p 3 P1 2s2 1 S0 as a fun tion of temperature.
Wilhelm et al. (1998) used the ratio of the 2p2 1 D0 2s2p 1 P1 line at 749 
A to the 2s2p 3 P1 2s2 1 S0 line at 706

A to determine temperatures in the solar orona from SOHO/SUMER spe tra. They derived Te signi antly
lower than has been found from in situ studies of the ionization state of the fast solar wind. The energy
level diagram and the line ratio predi ted by CHIANTI (P. R. Young A values, Keenan et al. 1986 ollision
strengths) are shown in Figure 3. This ratio depends on the population of the metastable 2s2p 3 P level, but
at solar oronal densities this is in the low density limit.
The examples of temperature and density diagnosti s were all hosen from the beryllium-like iso-ele troni
sequen e to illustrate a point: One an hoose a line ratio from an ion and nd ranges of temperature and
density where it depends mostly on temperature or mostly on density. While it is thus possible to isolate the
two variables, it is important not to forget the other parameter entirely.
1.3. Summary
The diagnosti line ratios dis ussed above illustrate the standard line ratio te hnique that has been applied
to astrophysi al plasmas ranging from H II regions to solar ares for many de ades. If suitable observations are
available, these te hniques are limited mainly by the a ura y of the atomi rates, and in fa t these diagnosti s
have stimulated mu h important experimental and theoreti al work to improve the atomi rates. An extensive
review of these diagnosti s is given by Mason & Monsignori-Fossi (1994).
2. OPTICAL DEPTH EFFECTS
A potentially serious aveat for the methods des ribed above is that they assume that the plasma is opti ally
thin. If one or both lines is opti ally thi k in the emitting region or in the intervening line of sight, the
interpretation an go awry. In some ases, one an orre t for opti al depth e e ts, but the orre tion may
introdu e large un ertainties. On the other hand, there are ases where the s attering itself an be used for
diagnosti purposes.
The opti al depth in a permitted line is given by

 = 0:026 Ni fij =Æ ;

(3)

where Ni is the olumn density in the lower level of the absorption line ( m 2 ), fij is the os illator strength
and Æ is the width of the line in Hz. For line widths of order 25 km s 1 , typi al of the non-thermal motions in
the solar orona, ross se tions are in the range of a few 10 14 m2 for ultraviolet lines and a few 10 15 m2
for X-ray lines. The produ t of elemental abundan e and ion on entration is typi ally 10 4 to 10 5 for strong
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lines, so that the stronger lines be ome opti ally thi k at hydrogen olumn densities of order 1019 1021 m 2 .
The strongest emission lines are generally those whi h arise from the dominant ions (He-like or Ne-like) of the
most abundant elements (C, O, Fe), and these are the most likely to rea h signi ant opti al depths. The O VII
resonan e line at 22 
A is used in density diagnosti ratios. A ton & Brown (1978) onsidered the e e ts of the
long path lengths near the solar limb on the resonan e line. The e e ts of s attering near the solar limb on the
Fe IX and Fe XII lines that dominate the 171 and 195 
A bands of the TRACE satellite were studied by S hrijver
& M Mullen (1999). The oronal ion whose opti al thi kness has been most intensively studied is Fe XVII.
The 15.01 
A resonan e line is ex eptionally bright, so it has been used to investigate elemental abundan es in
solar a tive regions. However, the ratio of this line to other Fe XVII lines having smaller os illator strengths
(15.26 
A, 17.10 
A) disagrees with theoreti al predi tions and laboratory measurements, and the dis repan y
may result from s attering (e.g., S hmelz et al. 1997; Saba et al. 1999).
We onsider rst some examples of the use of s attering for diagnosti purposes, then turn to the more
ompli ated issue of the in uen e of geometry on the intensities of strong lines.
2.1. Coronal Densities
The emissivity of a spe tral line due to lo al ex itation is given by the ex itation rate oeÆ ient and the
ele tron and ion densities:

qex (T ) ne ni :

(4)

The emission due to s attering of photons from an external sour e, on the other hand, is

I  ni :
(5)
Thus, if the ex itation rate, qe , s attering ross se tion,  , and illuminating ux, I , are known, the ratio

of the ollisional ontribution to the radiative ontribution of a spe tral line gives an average ele tron density.
This is most reliable if the opti al depth is small enough that nite opti al depth an be ignored, but large
enough that the s attered omponent is bright enough to observe. Like all the other diagnosti s, the average
is weighted, in this ase mainly by the density of the ion. Di erently weighted averages may give di erent, but
still orre t, results. In prin iple, omparison of di erently weighted averages ould yield novel information
about gradients or lumping in the observed plasma.
This te hnique has been applied extensively to SOHO/UVCS observations of the solar orona. The easiest
appli ation is the O VI doublet at 1032, 1037. The ex itation rates of these lines are in a 2:1 ratio determined
by the statisti al weights, as are the s attering ross se tions, and the illuminating uxes in the two lines from
the solar disk are also in a 2:1 ratio. Therefore, the lo ally ex ited omponent of the O VI lines are in a 2:1
ratio, while the s attered omponent has a 4:1 ratio. In one example, UVCS measured an O VI doublet ratio
of 2.38:1 at 2 solar radii just before a Coronal Mass Eje tion passed a ross the UVCS slit on June 11, 1998.
Separation of the ollisional and s attering omponents (and use of the ollisional ex itation rate and O VI
intensities in ident from the solar disk) leads to a density of 3:8  106 m 3 . A Type II radio burst was observed
at the same time, and assuming that the fundamental frequen y of the radio emission is the plasma frequen y,
the inferred density is 7:5  106 m 3 (Raymond et al. 1999). The di eren e between these densities might
result from the averaging along the line of sight in the UVCS analysis, or it might result from ompression in
the Coronal Mass Eje tion sho k.
2.2. Geometri al E e ts
The nature of the e e ts of s attering depends on the opti al depth. For  ' 1, the only e e t is to hange
the photon's dire tion. At somewhat higher opti al depths, photons at one wavelength may be onverted to
entirely di erent spe tral ranges. For instan e, if a Ly 1025 photon is absorbed by an H atom, it stands
a 12% han e of being onverted to an H photon, leaving the atom in the ex ited (metastable) 2s level. At
low densities the atom will de ay by emitting a 2-photon pair, while at higher densities a 2s-2p ex itation
will lead to a Ly photon. In either ase, the original Ly photon is destroyed, and opti al depths  ' 10
lead to suppression of the Ly intensity and enhan ement of H . This e e t is important in the formation
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of the H pro les of interstellar sho k waves (e.g., Ghavamian 1999). At still higher opti al depths, photons
an be trapped long enough that ollisional de-ex itation will destroy them. At low  , ollisional de-ex itation
be omes important at a riti al density Aji =qji , whi h is of order 1015 m 3 for LS allowed ultraviolet lines.
S attering e e tively de reases Aji by the es ape probability, of order 1/ .
For most oronal studies, we are interested in modest opti al depths, so we will on entrate on the geometrial e e ts. If the emitting region is spheri ally symmetri , this has no e e t at all on the emerging ux, though
it an hange the intensity distribution a ross the fa e of the sphere. If the emitting region is not spatially
resolved, the line ratios are un hanged. If the emitting region is elongated in 1 or 2 dimensions, photons tend
to be s attered away from those dire tions and emerge from the narrowest dire tion. Thus the intensity may
be strongly redu ed if one observes the emitting region end-on, or slightly enhan ed if one views it fa e-on. If
one observes an individual feature, su h as an a tive region loop end-on, the e e t an be substantial.
Figure 4 shows a Monte Carlo simulation of a oronal loop seen in the Fe XVII 15.01 
A line from di erent
angles (K. Wood & J. C. Raymond 2000, in preparation). The ode is based on that des ribed by Code &
Whitney (1995) as modi ed to run on a linear Cartesian grid (Wood & Reynolds 1999). It in ludes for ed rst
s attering (Witt 1977) and a \peeling o " pro edure (Yusef-Zadeh, Morris, & White 1984). The simulations
used a Rosner, Tu ker, & Vaiana (1978) oronal loop model for the density and temperature stru ture with
log(Tmax ) = 6:8 and a loop length 1010 m. The Fe abundan e was taken as a typi al FIP-enhan ed value
of 3 times the photospheri abundan e, and the emissivity was based upon the Arnaud & Raymond (1992)
ionization equilibrium and the Smith et al. (1985) ex itation rate. For this hoi e of Tmax , the Fe XVII line is
emitted more strongly from the legs of the loop than from the apex.
Ea h olumn shows the appearan e of the loop as viewed from (top to bottom) dire tly above, 45Æ from
verti al, fa e-on, rotated by 45Æ , and end-on. The left olumn is the appearan e that an opti ally thin line
would present. When seen from above, the loop is bright at the footpoints, but viewed end-on it is bright at
the top, in both ases be ause of geometri al proje tion. Thus an appearan e of emission on entrated at loop
footpoints or at the top of the loop may result purely from proje tion at a given viewing angle. These models
are similar to those of Alexander & Katsev (1996).
The middle olumn shows the appearan e in luding the appropriate opa ity for the Fe XVII 15.01 
A line.
The opti al depth drasti ally redu es the geometri al proje tion e e ts be ause the long path length that
enhan es the brightness of an opti ally thin line implies a large opti al depth for an opti ally thi k one. The
loop is a tually  20% brighter when seen fa e-on be ause photons tend to s atter from the end-on toward the
fa e-on dire tions. The total ux from the loop seen end-on is less than half the opti ally thin value.
The right olumn shows the e e ts of embedding the loop in a lower density region. The lo al emission
from the di use region is faint be ause of the low density, but s attering of photons produ ed by the bright
loop reates a halo in the di use region. Furthermore, attenuation in the di use plasma makes the far side of
the loop fainter than the near side (right olumn, se ond panel from the bottom). Asymmetri loops are often
observed in SOHO/EIT and TRACE images. Most are probably asymmetri in reality, but opti al depth may
play a role in some observed morphologies.
If one observes an ensemble of loops, for instan e spread over the surfa e of another star, the e e ts tend
to average out. Equal numbers of photons are s attered out of the line of sight and into it. A net e e t may
still arise if the emissivity and the opa ity vary in di erent ways, however. Given the ele tron density fa tor
in the emissivity and its absen e in the opa ity, su h di eren es are likely. For instan e, if the emission is
dominated by dense, low-lying oronal loops and larger, lower density loops envelope them with signi ant
opa ity but little emissivity, there will be a tenden y for photons to be s attered ba k down into the surfa e
of the star. Models similar to those in the righthand olumn of Figure 4 an easily be onstru ted to redu e
the intensities of lines having large os illator strengths. They will undoubtedly be invoked when line ratio
anomalies appear is Chandra or XMM data. Proving that opti al depth is indeed the explanation for a given
anomaly will undoubtably be a hallenge.
This work was supported by NASA grants NAG-528 and NAG-6039 to the Smithsonian Astrophysi al
Observatory.
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 resonan e line as simulated by K. Wood & J. C.
Fig. 4. Appearan e of a oronal loop in the Fe XVII 15.01A
Raymond (2000, in preparation). The left olumn assumes opti ally thin emission, the enter olumn in ludes
opti al depth of the loop, and the right olumn embeds the loop in a lower density medium having faint emission
but signi ant opti al depth.
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